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Figure 1: COVID-19 status in Sri Lanka as of 03 Jan 2021 (Source: covid.iq.lk) 
 
 

Reopening of airport to tourists 

 
Sri Lanka won high praise in the initial months of the pandemic for its swift and strict action to contain the 

virus, and for producing astonishingly detailed and unambiguous protocols to safely unlock the country to 

international leisure tourists on August 1. Alas, that reopening had to be shelved due to a spike in cases in July, 

then a second wave in early October that was traced to a garment factory near Colombo. 

The country is now in final discussions to welcome back foreign tourists, even though there were 643 new 

cases on December 15, Sri Lanka’s Health Promotion Bureau data shows. The U.S. Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention has a Level 4, the highest advisory, against travel to Sri Lanka. 

That said, Sri Lanka’s Covid-19 recovery rate, at 73 percent, is higher than the global average of 70 percent. 

The death rate, 0.5 percent, is miniscule compared with 1.8 percent for the U.S. and 2.2 percent globally. 

The airport was closed in mid-March when the first local Covid-19 patient was detected, although national 

carrier SriLankan Airlines, Qatar Airways, Emirates, Etihad and Turkish Airlines have been operating 

repatriation, cargo and departure flights. 

These are all crucial developments for a country that pre-pandemic was on a road to recovery of a different 

sort. A series of terrorist attacks in 2019 targeting churches and luxury hotels in the capital city 

Colombo brought Sri Lanka to its knees. But the country’s tourism industry had been getting back up on its 

feet to reestablish itself as a desired destination. Then the pandemic. 

After multiple delays, Sri Lanka is now planning on reopening its borders for tourism starting in the last week 

of 2020. Sri Lankan President Gotabaya Rajapaksa gave the go-ahead for the international airport to reopen 

on December 26, 2020. The first charter flight from Ukraine carrying tourists arrived in Sri Lanka on December 

28 as the country tests its systems for international arrivals. The travellers will come with a pre-departure 

negative PCR test taken 72-hour before and they will also take a test after arriving in the country at their 

hotel. The tourists will stay at designated hotels and be monitored through an online application. 

Once authorities have analyzed the data from the first chartered tourists, Sri Lanka will then make the decision 

to full reopen for regular tourism. Visitors from all countries and of all nationalities are welcome to visit Sri 

Lanka when it reopens, unlike some other countries who have only announced reopening’s to close neighbors. 

Sri Lanka is hoping to lure citizens from Europe and the UK as vaccinations get underway. Beginning in January 

2021 and onwards, international flights will be arriving into 2 airports; The Bandaranaike International Airport 

(BIA) and The Mattala International Airport (MRIA). 
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COVID-19 vaccine and Sri Lanka 

Sri Lanka has yet to announce a concrete plan to acquire a COVID-19 vaccine. Public health experts, lawmakers 

on both sides of the aisle, and other commentators have made various pronouncements on the pressing need 

to secure a vaccine best suited for Sri Lanka’s people and her ailing economy. Others, however, including 

experts, advise against rushing into importing a vaccine, suggesting instead that the government concentrate 

its efforts on containing the spread of the virus for the time being. 

State Minister of Primary Health Care, Epidemics and COVID Disease Control Sudarshini Fernandopulle told 

EconomyNext on Friday (18) that it is still early days. Sri Lanka’s health authorities, she said, have focused their 

attention on the different vaccines developed by international pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies 

but, in the absence of sufficient data, a decision has yet to be made. 

The state minister said the government has been in talks with the World Health Organisation (WHO) to 

ensure that 20 percent of the population will receive a COVID-19 vaccine for free through the COVAX 

initiative once the WHO has approved a vaccine. COVAX, a global initiative spearheaded by Gavi, an 

international vaccine alliance, and the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI), aims to 

equitably cover 20 percent of a signatory nation’s vaccine needs, irrespective of income level. Some 190 

countries have signed up for the programme, including wealthy nations such as the UK and Canada. 

The WHO said in a statement on Friday (18) that COVAX had arrangements in place to access nearly two 

billion doses of COVID-19 vaccine candidates. “For the vast majority of these deals, COVAX has guaranteed 

access to a portion of the first wave of production, followed by volume scales as further supply becomes 

available. The arrangements announced today will enable all participating economies to have access to doses 

in the first half of 2021, with first deliveries anticipated to begin in the first quarter of 2021 – contingent upon 

regulatory approvals and countries’ readiness for delivery,” the statement said. 

Sri Lanka’s readiness for delivery is unclear, at best.  State Minister Fernandopulle said the country’s 

infrastructure shortcomings such as cold chain issues also present practical difficulties with regard to storing a 

vaccine, particularly the Pfizer-BionTech which must be stored at -70 degrees Celsius. “Transporting that 

vaccine at that temperature is not very practical in Sri Lanka,” she said 

Pointing to a lack of clarity in the effectiveness of the vaccines currently being rolled out in the UK and 

elsewhere, Fernandopulle said more information was needed. For instance, both the Pfizer-BionTech and 

Moderna vaccines are said to be 95% effective. However, as pointed out by the Vaccine and Infectious Diseases 

Forum of Sri Lanka (VIDFSL), these are preliminary phase three results that have yet to be peer-reviewed. The 

state minister noted that the duration of immunity to the novel coronavirus following vaccination is also 

unclear. 

According to Fernandopulle, in the event a vaccine eventually arrives in the island, high risk groups and frontline 

workers as well as members of the armed forces and police will be given priority. The minister gave an 

assurance that Sri Lanka will import a vaccine that is deemed best suited for the country, though she did not 

commit to a timeline. 
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Figure 3: As of 16 Dec 2020, COVID-19 spread end projection in Sri Lanka 

Figure 2: As of 3 Jan 2021, COVID-19 cases reported from the Minuwangoda-Peliyagoda cluster in Sri Lanka 


